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(57) A metallic-composite joint fitting (200) is provid-
ed. The fitting may comprise a frustoconical internal bear-
ing (208) having a bore (222), a conical sleeve (236) con-
figured to be disposed about the frustoconical internal
bearing, a composite structure (204) configured to couple
between the frustoconical internal bearing and the con-
ical sleeve, a metallic end fitting (202) configured to be
disposed within the bore and couple to the frustoconical
internal bearing, and an external nut (220) configured to
couple to the metallic end fitting and the conical sleeve,
wherein at least one of the frustoconical internal bearing
or the conical sleeve comprises a flanged portion (237)
mutually configured to couple the conical sleeve to the
frustoconical internal bearing via a locking ring (239).
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to composite
tube assemblies and methods of manufacture of com-
posite tube assemblies, and, more specifically, to aircraft
retractable landing gear systems having metallic compo-
nent interfaces to composite tubes.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Composite tubes are often used due to their
high strength and low weight in industries and applica-
tions where weight is a significant design factor, such as
in the aircraft and automotive industries. Landing gear
supports an aircraft while the aircraft is on the ground
and tend to comprise metallic components capable of
withstanding the high structural loads environment of air-
craft landing. Landing gear may include one or more
wheels and a shock strut assembly in order to attenuate
the forces associated with landing or ground operations.
Composite tubes may be used to interface between me-
tallic structures and thereby tend to reduce component
weight. The structures may be subjected to axial tensile
and compressive loads, shear loads, bending loads, and
torsional loads. Working loads may be transmitted direct-
ly through to the composite structure which may benefit
of a connector having an optimized load path between
metallic structures and the composite structure.

SUMMARY

[0003] In various embodiments, a metallic-composite
joint fitting is provided comprising a frustoconical internal
bearing having a bore, a conical sleeve configured to be
disposed about the frustoconical internal bearing, a com-
posite structure configured to couple between the frus-
toconical internal bearing and the conical sleeve, a me-
tallic end fitting configured to be disposed within the bore
and couple to the frustoconical internal bearing, and an
external nut configured to couple to the metallic end fitting
and the conical sleeve, wherein at least one of the frus-
toconical internal bearing or the conical sleeve comprises
a flanged portion mutually configured to couple the con-
ical sleeve to the frustoconical internal bearing via a lock-
ing ring.
[0004] In various embodiments, the joint fitting further
comprises an internal bolt coupled within the bore,
wherein the metallic end fitting comprises a bearing por-
tion configured to be disposed within the bore and couple
to the internal bolt. In various embodiments, the compos-
ite structure comprises a cylindrical portion and a conical
end portion. In various embodiments, the conical end por-
tion is coupled relatively between the frustoconical inter-
nal bearing at a first conical bearing surface and the con-
ical sleeve at a second conical bearing surface. In various
embodiments, the conical end portion is flared. In various

embodiments, the bearing portion contacts the frusto-
conical internal bearing at a cylindrical bearing surface.
In various embodiments, the internal bolt is integral to
the frustoconical internal bearing. In various embodi-
ments, the metallic end fitting is coupled to the internal
bolt at an internally threaded surface of the metallic end
fitting. In various embodiments, the external nut is con-
tacted with the conical sleeve via an end washer. In var-
ious embodiments, the conical sleeve comprises the
flanged portion coupled to the frustoconical internal bear-
ing via the locking ring.
[0005] In various embodiments, a landing gear system
is provided comprising a shock strut coupled to an axle,
a wheel coupled to the axle, and a metallic-composite
joint fitting comprising a frustoconical internal bearing,
an internal bolt coupled within a bore of the frustoconical
internal bearing, a metallic end fitting coupled to the in-
ternal bolt, wherein the metallic end fitting comprises a
bearing portion disposed within the bore, a conical sleeve
disposed about the frustoconical internal bearing, and an
external nut coupled to the metallic end fitting and the
conical sleeve, wherein the conical sleeve comprises a
flanged portion coupled to the frustoconical internal bear-
ing.
[0006] In various embodiments, a composite structure
is coupled between the frustoconical internal bearing and
the conical sleeve. In various embodiments, the compos-
ite structure comprises a cylindrical portion and a conical
end portion. In various embodiments, the conical end por-
tion is coupled relatively between the frustoconical inter-
nal bearing at a first conical bearing surface and the con-
ical sleeve at a second conical bearing surface. In various
embodiments, the conical end portion is flared. In various
embodiments, the bearing portion contacts the frusto-
conical internal bearing at a cylindrical bearing surface.
In various embodiments, the internal bolt is integral to
the frustoconical internal bearing. In various embodi-
ments, the metallic end fitting is coupled to the internal
bolt at an internally threaded surface of the metallic end
fitting. In various embodiments, the flanged portion of the
conical sleeve is coupled to the frustoconical internal
bearing via a locking ring.
[0007] In various embodiments, a method of joining a
composite structure and a metallic end fitting comprises
coupling an internal bolt within a bore of a frustoconical
internal bearing, wrapping the composite structure over
the frustoconical internal bearing to form a conical end
portion, disposing a conical sleeve over the conical end
portion to enclose the conical end portion between a first
conical bearing surface and a second conical bearing
surface, inserting a bearing portion of the metallic end
fitting into the bore of the frustoconical internal bearing
and coupling the internal bolt to an internally threaded
surface of the metallic end fitting, and coupling an exter-
nal nut to an externally threaded surface of the metallic
end fitting and contacting the external nut with the conical
sleeve.
[0008] The foregoing features and elements may be
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combined in various combinations without exclusivity,
unless expressly indicated otherwise. These features
and elements as well as the operation thereof will become
more apparent in light of the following description and
the accompanying drawings. It should be understood,
however, the following description and drawings are in-
tended to be exemplary in nature and non-limiting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The subject matter of the present disclosure is
particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the con-
cluding portion of the specification. A more complete un-
derstanding of the present disclosure, however, may best
be obtained by referring to the detailed description and
claims when considered in connection with the figures,
wherein like numerals denote like elements.

FIG. 1 illustrates an aircraft, in accordance with var-
ious embodiments;
FIG. 2 illustrates a metallic-composite joint fitting, in
accordance with various embodiments;
FIG. 3 illustrates load paths in a metallic-composite
joint fitting, in accordance with various embodi-
ments; and
FIG. 4 illustrates a method of joining a composite
structure and a metallic end fitting, in accordance
with various embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] All ranges and ratio limits disclosed herein may
be combined. It is to be understood that unless specifi-
cally stated otherwise, references to "a," "an," and/or
"the" may include one or more than one and that refer-
ence to an item in the singular may also include the item
in the plural.
[0011] The detailed description of exemplary embodi-
ments herein makes reference to the accompanying
drawings, which show exemplary embodiments by way
of illustration. While these exemplary embodiments are
described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the exemplary embodiments of the disclo-
sure, it should be understood that other embodiments
may be realized and that logical changes and adaptations
in design and construction may be made in accordance
with this disclosure and the teachings herein. Thus, the
detailed description herein is presented for purposes of
illustration only and not limitation.
[0012] The scope of the disclosure is defined by the
appended claims and their legal equivalents rather than
by merely the examples described. For example, the
steps recited in any of the method or process descriptions
may be executed in any order and are not necessarily
limited to the order presented. Furthermore, any refer-
ence to singular includes plural embodiments, and any
reference to more than one component or step may in-
clude a singular embodiment or step. Also, any reference

to attached, fixed, coupled, connected or the like may
include permanent, removable, temporary, partial, full
and/or any other possible attachment option. Additional-
ly, any reference to without contact (or similar phrases)
may also include reduced contact or minimal contact.
Surface shading lines may be used throughout the fig-
ures to denote different parts but not necessarily to de-
note the same or different materials.
[0013] With reference to FIG. 1, an aircraft 10 in ac-
cordance with various embodiments may comprise air-
craft systems, for example, one or more landing gear
such as landing gear 12, landing gear 14 and landing
gear 16. Landing gear 12, landing gear 14 and landing
gear 16 may generally support aircraft 10 when aircraft
10 is not flying, allowing aircraft 10 to taxi, take off, and
land without damage and may comprise wheels and an
oleo strut, also referred to as a shock strut, comprising
a strut cylinder and a strut piston filled with a hydraulic
fluid. For example, landing gear 12 may include wheels
18 coupled by an axle 20 and a shock strut assembly 22
comprising a metallic-composite joint fitting 200.
[0014] In various embodiments and with additional ref-
erence to FIG. 2, metallic-composite joint fitting 200
(hereinafter "fitting") is illustrated in planar cross section
of the XY-plane. Fitting 200 comprises a coupling be-
tween a metallic end fitting 202 and a composite structure
204. Composite structure 204 comprises a conical end
portion 206 wrapped about a frustoconical internal bear-
ing 208. In this regard, the conical end portion 206 may
engage with the frustoconical internal bearing 208 along
a first conical bearing surface 210. In various embodi-
ments, the conical end portion 206 of the composite struc-
ture 204 may flare outward from the first conical bearing
surface 210. Stated another way, the conical end portion
206 may increase in radial (i.e., X-axis) thickness, as
compared to the radial thickness of a cylindrical portion
207 of the composite structure 204, progressing along
the Y-axis from the cylindrical portion 207 toward the tip
of the conical end portion 206.
[0015] In various embodiments, the metallic end fitting
202 may comprise a shaft 212 and a coupling feature
214. The coupling feature 214 includes an externally
threaded surface 216 at the outer diameter of the cou-
pling feature 214 configured to engage with an external
nut 220. The externally threaded surface 216 extends
from the shaft 212 toward a bearing portion 218 relatively
below (along the Y-axis) the externally threaded surface
216. The bearing portion 218 is inserted into a bore 222
through the frustoconical internal bearing 208 and en-
gages with a cylindrical bearing surface 224 which de-
fines the inner diameter of the frustoconical internal bear-
ing 208. The coupling feature 214 includes an internally
threaded surface 226 at the inner diameter of the coupling
feature 214. In various embodiments, the internally
threaded surface 226 may extend along the inner diam-
eter of the coupling feature 214 radially inward of the
bearing portion 218. The internally threaded surface 226
may be configured to engage with a shank 228 of an
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internal bolt 230.
[0016] Internal bolt 230 may extend into bore 222 of
the frustoconical internal bearing 208. In various embod-
iments, the head 232 of internal bolt 230 may seat against
a shoulder 234 within the bore 222 and thereby tend to
inhibit the metallic end fitting 202 from translating axially
outward (along the Y-axis) with respect to the frustocon-
ical internal bearing 208 and maintain the engagement
of the bearing portion 218 along the cylindrical bearing
surface 224. In various embodiments, the head 232 of
internal bolt 230 may be configured to inhibit rotation of
the internal bolt with respect to the frustoconical internal
bearing 208. For example, head 232 may be relatively
D-shaped and the bore 222 may include a relatively flat
portion configured to interface with a flat portion of the
D-shaped head tending thereby to inhibit rotation of the
internal bolt 230 with respect to the frustoconical internal
bearing 208. In various embodiments, an internal bolt
may be integral to a frustoconical internal bearing or may
be fixedly coupled to a frustoconical internal bearing such
as, for example, by welding or bonding.
[0017] In various embodiments, a conical sleeve 236
may be disposed about the frustoconical internal bearing
208 over the conical end portion 206 of the composite
structure 204. Conical sleeve 236 comprises a flanged
portion 237 in contact with the conical end portion 206.
The conical sleeve 236 may lie radially outward of the
conical end portion 206 and the frustoconical internal
bearing 208 may lie radially inward of the conical end
portion 206 and the conical sleeve 236. In this regard,
the conical end portion 206 may be sandwiched between
the frustoconical internal bearing 208 at first conical bear-
ing surface 210 and the conical sleeve 236 at a second
conical bearing surface 238. In various embodiments,
external nut 220 may be contacted with the conical sleeve
236, the conical end portion 206, and the frustoconical
internal bearing 208 via an end washer 240. In various
embodiments, the flanged portion 237 may be configured
to interface between the external nut 220 and/or the end
washer 240 and the conical end portion 206.
[0018] In this regard, the external nut 220 tends to in-
hibit the metallic end fitting 202 from translating axially
inward (along the Y-axis) with respect to the frustoconical
internal bearing 208 by generating an interference at the
second conical bearing surface 238 between the conical
sleeve 236 and the conical end portion 206. In various
embodiments, the conical sleeve may be coupled to the
frustoconical internal bearing 208 such as by a locking
ring 239. In this regard, the frustoconical internal bearing
208 and the conical sleeve 236 may tend to behave as
a monolithic structure when distributing loads such as,
for example, bending loads. Stated another way, the lock-
ing right 239 and flanged portion 237 may tend to inhibit
relative motion between the internal bearing 208 and the
conical sleeve 236 in response to bending loads. In var-
ious embodiments, the locking ring 239 may be integral
with the internal bearing 208. In various embodiments,
the conical sleeve 208 may comprise two or more sec-

tions fitted about the locking ring 239 and coupled to the
conical end portion 206 such as, for example, by a clamp
band or by welding between the sections.
[0019] In various embodiments and with additional ref-
erence to FIG. 3, fitting 200 may be optimized to carry
compressive and tension loads via threaded surfaces
while carrying bending loads at non-threaded bearing
surfaces. In this regard, fitting 200 may tend to benefit of
improved bending load performance. Fitting 200 is illus-
trated in cross section overlaid with optimized load paths
300 for axial tension, axial compression, and radial bend-
ing loads applied at metallic end fitting 202. A compres-
sive force FC applied at the metallic end fitting 202 travels
as shown by arrows 302 through externally threaded sur-
face 216 into external nut 220. External nut 220 transmits
FC through end washer 240 into conical sleeve 236. The
conical sleeve 236 transmits the compressive force FC
through the second conical bearing surface 238 into the
conical end portion 206 and thereby the cylindrical por-
tion 207 of composite structure 204. As shown by arrows
304, a tension force FT applied at the metallic end fitting
202 is transmitted via internally threaded surface 226 into
shank 228 of internal bolt 230. Internal bolt 230 transmits
the tension force FT through shoulder 234 into frustocon-
ical internal bearing 208. The frustoconical internal bear-
ing 208 passes the tension force FT through the first con-
ical bearing surface 210 into the conical end portion 206
and thereby the cylindrical portion 207 of composite
structure 204.
[0020] A bending load FB is applied at the metallic end
fitting 202 and travels as shown by arrow 306 entirely
(i.e., greater than 95% of the bending load) through cy-
lindrical bearing surface 224 into the frustoconical inter-
nal bearing 208. The frustoconical internal bearing 208
passes the bending load through locking ring 239 and
flanged portion 237 and through the first conical bearing
surface 210 into the conical end portion 206. Head 232
of internal bolt 230 may have relatively reduced diameter
in comparison to the diameter of the bore 222 and thereby
engage primarily axially (along the Y-axis) the frustocon-
ical internal bearing 208 at the shoulder 234. In this re-
gard, radial contact (along the X-axis) between the frus-
toconical internal bearing 208 and the head 232 under a
bearing load may be minimized or eliminated. The fitting
200 may thereby tend to inhibit bearing loads from pass-
ing through any of the threaded surfaces (226, 216). In
response to bending load FB applied at the metallic end
fitting 202 shear loads (along the Y-axis) may be induced
at the locking ring 239 which are transferred into the flang-
ed portion 237 of conical sleeve 236 and into the frusto-
conical internal bearing 208. In this regard, the shear load
behavior of the locking ring 239 in response to the bend-
ing load FB tends to impart the monolithic behavior of the
conical sleeve 236 and the frustoconical internal bearing
208 in bending by restriction of relative motion (generat-
ing the shear loads) between the conical sleeve 236 and
the frustoconical internal bearing 208. Stated another
way, the monolithic behavior induced by the locking ring
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239 squeezes the conical end portion 206 between the
conical sleeve 236 and the frustoconical internal bearing
208 in response to the bending load FB.
[0021] In various embodiments, a method 400 of join-
ing a composite structure 204 and a metallic end fitting
202 may comprise coupling an internal bolt 230 within a
bore 222 of a frustoconical internal bearing 208 (step
402). Method 400 includes wrapping the composite struc-
ture 204 over the frustoconical internal bearing 208 to
form a conical end portion 206 (step 404). Method 400
includes disposing a conical sleeve 236 over the conical
end portion 206 to enclose the conical end portion 206
between a first conical bearing surface 210 and a second
conical bearing surface 238 (step 406). Step 406 includes
coupling a flanged portion 237 of the conical sleeve 236
to the frustoconical internal bearing 208 via a locking ring
239. Method 400 includes inserting a bearing portion of
the metallic end fitting 202 into the bore of the frustocon-
ical internal bearing 208 and coupling the internal bolt
230 to an internally threaded surface 226 of the metallic
end fitting 202 (step 408). Method 400 includes coupling
an external nut 220 to an externally threaded surface 216
of the metallic end fitting 202 and contacting the external
nut 220 with the flanged portion 237 of the conical sleeve
236 (step 410). In various embodiments, the external nut
220 may be contacted with the flanged portion 237 of
conical sleeve 236 via an end washer 240.
[0022] Benefits and other advantages have been de-
scribed herein with regard to specific embodiments. Fur-
thermore, the connecting lines shown in the various fig-
ures contained herein are intended to represent exem-
plary functional relationships and/or physical couplings
between the various elements. It should be noted that
many alternative or additional functional relationships or
physical connections may be present in a practical sys-
tem. However, the benefits, advantages, and any ele-
ments that may cause any benefit or advantage to occur
or become more pronounced are not to be construed as
critical, required, or essential features or elements of the
disclosure. The scope of the disclosure is accordingly to
be limited by nothing other than the appended claims, in
which reference to an element in the singular is not in-
tended to mean "one and only one" unless explicitly so
stated, but rather "one or more." Moreover, where a
phrase similar to "at least one of A, B, or C" is used in
the claims, it is intended that the phrase be interpreted
to mean that A alone may be present in an embodiment,
B alone may be present in an embodiment, C alone may
be present in an embodiment, or that any combination
of the elements A, B and C may be present in a single
embodiment; for example, A and B, A and C, B and C,
or A and B and C.
[0023] Systems, methods and apparatus are provided
herein. In the detailed description herein, references to
"various embodiments," "one embodiment," "an embod-
iment," "an example embodiment," etc., indicate that the
embodiment described may include a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic, but every embodiment may

not necessarily include the particular feature, structure,
or characteristic. Moreover, such phrases are not nec-
essarily referring to the same embodiment. Further, when
a particular feature, structure, or characteristic is de-
scribed in connection with an embodiment, it is submitted
that it is within the knowledge of one skilled in the art to
affect such feature, structure, or characteristic in connec-
tion with other embodiments whether or not explicitly de-
scribed. After reading the description, it will be apparent
to one skilled in the relevant art(s) how to implement the
disclosure in alternative embodiments.
[0024] Furthermore, no element, component, or meth-
od step in the present disclosure is intended to be dedi-
cated to the public regardless of whether the element,
component, or method step is explicitly recited in the
claims. As used herein, the terms "comprises," "compris-
ing," or any other variation thereof, are intended to cover
a non-exclusive inclusion, such that a process, method,
article, or apparatus that comprises a list of elements
does not include only those elements but may include
other elements not expressly listed or inherent to such
process, method, article, or apparatus.

Claims

1. A metallic-composite joint fitting (200), comprising:

a frustoconical internal bearing (208) having a
bore (222);
a conical sleeve (236) configured to be disposed
about the frustoconical internal bearing;
a composite structure (204) configured to couple
between the frustoconical internal bearing and
the conical sleeve;
a metallic end fitting (202) configured to be dis-
posed within the bore and couple to the frusto-
conical internal bearing; and
an external nut (220) configured to couple to the
metallic end fitting and the conical sleeve,
wherein at least one of the frustoconical internal
bearing or the conical sleeve comprises a flang-
ed portion (237) mutually configured to couple
the conical sleeve to the frustoconical internal
bearing via a locking ring (239).

2. The metallic-composite joint fitting of claim 1, further
comprising an internal bolt (230) coupled within the
bore, wherein the metallic end fitting comprises a
bearing portion (218) configured to be disposed with-
in the bore and couple to the internal bolt.

3. The metallic-composite joint fitting of claim 2, where-
in the composite structure comprises a cylindrical
portion (207) and a conical end portion (206); option-
ally wherein the conical end portion is coupled rela-
tively between the frustoconical internal bearing at
a first conical bearing surface (210) and the conical
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sleeve at a second conical bearing surface (238);
further optionally wherein the conical end portion is
flared.

4. The metallic-composite joint fitting of any preceding
claim, wherein the bearing portion contacts the frus-
toconical internal bearing at a cylindrical bearing sur-
face (224).

5. The metallic-composite joint fitting of any preceding
claim, wherein the internal bolt is integral to the frus-
toconical internal bearing.

6. The metallic-composite joint fitting of any preceding
claim, wherein the metallic end fitting is coupled to
the internal bolt at an internally threaded surface
(226) of the metallic end fitting.

7. The metallic-composite joint fitting of any preceding
claim, wherein the external nut is contacted with the
conical sleeve via an end washer (240); and/or
wherein the conical sleeve comprises the flanged
portion coupled to the frustoconical internal bearing
via the locking ring.

8. A landing gear system, comprising:

a shock strut coupled to an axle (20);
a wheel (18) coupled to the axle; and
a metallic-composite joint fitting (200), compris-
ing:

a frustoconical internal bearing (208);
an internal bolt (230) coupled within a bore
(222) of the frustoconical internal bearing;
a metallic end fitting (202) coupled to the
internal bolt, wherein the metallic end fitting
comprises a bearing portion (218) disposed
within the bore;
a conical sleeve (236) disposed about the
frustoconical internal bearing; and
an external nut (220) coupled to the metallic
end fitting and the conical sleeve, wherein
the conical sleeve comprises a flanged por-
tion (237) coupled to the frustoconical inter-
nal bearing.

9. The landing gear system of claim 8, wherein a com-
posite structure (204) is coupled between the frus-
toconical internal bearing and the conical sleeve.

10. The landing gear system of claim 9, wherein the com-
posite structure comprises a cylindrical portion (207)
and a conical end portion (206).

11. The landing gear system of claim 10, wherein the
conical end portion is coupled relatively between the
frustoconical internal bearing at a first conical bear-

ing surface (210) and the conical sleeve at a second
conical bearing surface (238); optionally wherein the
conical end portion is flared.

12. The landing gear system of any of claims 8 to 11,
wherein the bearing portion contacts the frustocon-
ical internal bearing at a cylindrical bearing surface
(224); optionally wherein the flanged portion of the
conical sleeve is coupled to the frustoconical internal
bearing via a locking ring (239).

13. The landing gear system of any of claims 8 to 12,
wherein the internal bolt is integral to the frustocon-
ical internal bearing.

14. The landing gear system of any of claims 8 to 13,
wherein the metallic end fitting is coupled to the in-
ternal bolt at an internally threaded surface (226) of
the metallic end fitting.

15. A method of joining a composite structure (204) and
a metallic end fitting (202), comprising:

coupling an internal bolt (230) within a bore (222)
of a frustoconical internal bearing (208);
wrapping the composite structure over the frus-
toconical internal bearing to form a conical end
portion (206);
disposing a conical sleeve (236) over the conical
end portion to enclose the conical end portion
between a first conical bearing surface (210) and
a second conical bearing surface (238) and cou-
pling a flanged portion (237) of the conical
sleeve to the frustoconical internal bearing;
inserting a bearing portion (218) of the metallic
end fitting into the bore of the frustoconical in-
ternal bearing and coupling the internal bolt to
an internally threaded surface (226) of the me-
tallic end fitting; and
coupling an external nut (220) to an externally
threaded surface of the metallic end fitting and
contacting the external nut with the flanged por-
tion of the conical sleeve.
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